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"Followers of the Way, students come from every quarter, and after host
and guest have met, a student will take the measure of the teacher before him with
a phrase.    Some tricky words are picked out by the student and thrown at the
corner of the teacher's mouth.    'Let's see if you can understand this!' he says."

This place in the text is really a very difficult place.    For people who are
studying Zen for the first time, I think it is probably quite hard to understand.
That which we do ordinarily every day, that which we put in effect every day, is in
itself very difficult.    If you listen to teisho and you think, Well, I understand the
words, but I really don't know the heart of what he's getting at, then you can be
called someone who's starting to practice a little bit.    To give teisho on this part
of the text in order that you really understand, for me it's very difficult, but since
Rinzai said these words I have to give teisho on them.

When Rinzai begins, he says, Followers of the Way.    He means, those of
you who are practicing along with me.    That which is appearing in front of you
all, what is that?    We must make relationship with those things that are appearing
in front of our eyes.    If the situation arises where you don't have to make relation-
ship with that which appears before your eyes, then you don't need to do anything.

When we're born, at that moment, before our eyes and to our right and to
our left, things appear and we must make relationship with those things.    Why is
that?    In heaven and on earth, to our right and to our left, there are things that we
have to make relationship with, but it seems that we're living without understand-
ing this principle.    

If heaven crashes down to this earth, then everything will just become rub-
ble, everything will be crushed into nothingness.    But according to Nyorai Zen it
isn't that things actually pass away forever.    There's a situation where there's Man
A talking with Woman B, and they have a good, loving relationship.    Then sud-
denly heaven crashes down to earth and they are both smashed to bits.    In that
case, where [do] these two lovers go?    

It isn't the case that they are dead.    They are hidden within the oneness of
this great earth and heaven.    Because they're not afraid of this situation, of earth
crashing down to heaven, they are able just to jabber on together endlessly and
have fun.    But inevitably we will be melted into heaven and melted into earth.    

What I'm saying is that true love is the situation where A and B are melted
into heaven and melted into earth.    True love will not appear until heaven comes



down and becomes one with the great earth.    Rinzai is asking us to contemplate
this situation where heaven and earth have completely become one. 

This state of heaven and earth becoming one, and A and B melting into
heaven and earth, can it remain that way forever?    No.    Once again heaven and
earth separate and Mr. A and Ms. B appear again.    When A and B appear, in-
evitably heaven and earth appear simultaneously with that appearance.    The thing
that we call the self appears between heaven and earth, and A and B [that] we're
calling the selves here receive equally the function, the power, of heaven and the
activity, the function, the power of earth.    When A and B completely make rela-
tionship with one another, then they have the activities of heaven and earth com-
pletely, equally as their content.      When A and B make relationship with each
other in this complete way, there is no necessity to affirm, to insist upon, this I-am
self.    

In the text Rinzai speaks about the meeting of host and guest.    That is ex-
actly what he means; he means the meeting of subject and object, the meeting of
heaven and earth.    What you must think deeply about here is that, when the self
appears, it appears having the activity of heaven and the activity of earth as its
content.    What Rinzai is saying is that this meeting of host and guest is exactly
when a self appears, when a self appears having both heaven and earth as its con-
tent.    

But this self does not have the complete activity of heaven as its content.
In the same way, this appeared self does not have the complete activity of earth as
its content either.    That's why we call this the appearance of the incomplete self.
That's why this self looks upon heaven and earth as something other than itself, as
an object.    

When the self makes heaven and earth completely its content, then that is
what we call the appearance of the complete self.    In that situation there's no need
to look upon heaven or earth.    We call it the manifestation of the complete self.
We can also say that we've made the god of heaven and the god of earth com-
pletely our content in this situation.    The first thing you must do is, in your zazen,
really contemplate this principle.

In our Zen practice we have this ceremony called shokenko.    The new stu-
dent comes and, giving five or ten dollars for incense, meets the teacher for the
first  time.      If  you're  really  rich  you  can  bring  ten  thousand  dollars  and  do
shokenko.    Everyone, it's really best to become a roshi, because you can make a
lot  of  money at  these  shokenko ceremonies.      Unfortunately,  in  America there
aren't many people who come forth with ten thousand dollars for their  shokenko
ceremony.    

Anyway, this meeting of master and disciple at the shokenko ceremony is a
complete meeting.    The translator actually should say just shoken ceremony, not
shokenko ceremony.    The shika also often at the ceremony says in a serious voice,
Sho-ken-ko, but actually you don't need the ko, leave out the ko.    The ko [refers
to] the incense; in order to have this meeting we give incense, that's part of the
custom.    For people who don't have money, you don't really need to bring any-
thing, any incense or any money, to the ceremony, don't worry.



This ceremony is the complete meeting of master and disciple.    It's when
master and disciple manifest one true nature, and it is a difficult thing to do.    It's
a ceremony where zero must be manifest.    What Rinzai is saying is that from the
west, the east, the north, and the south, many different students, many different
sorts of students come, and they all come and meet the teacher and have this ini-
tial ceremony.    It's necessary to really analyze this ceremony and understand it
deeply.

Anyway, when we talk about heaven, heaven is manifest through the ac-
tivity of tatha-gata, thus going.    If we say it in a more concrete way, we can say
that heaven is the manifestation of the power, the activity, that creates the future.
In opposition to this, there's another activity,  another power,  tatha-a'gata,  thus
coming, that brings into being this great earth that we live on and we can also say
the past activity.      As I've said before,  when  tatha-gata and  tatha-a'gata com-
pletely become one, then they both disappear.    This is the complete state, this is
what we call the great cosmos.    It's zero.    

The complete condition is zero.    It's the situation where there's no need to
have any thoughts of or any speaking about good or bad or beautiful or not beauti-
ful.     It is the total integration of good and bad and beautiful and ugly.    Con-
versely, we can say that the great cosmos, or koku, absolute space, is that which
has good and evil, beautiful things and dirty, ugly things, totally as its content.
According to Buddhism, this condition is the manifestation of the activity of zero;
it is the situation where there is no good and bad, there is no beautiful and ugly.
Or you can say that good and bad, beautiful and ugly, have completely been made
its content.    We can call this condition the manifestation of true love.

Everyone loves this word love, but what is true love?    It is this manifesta-
tion of the complete condition, the perfect condition.    This true love, this com-
plete condition, is the manifestation where the good god and the devil have been
completely made one,  completely made content.      Although in general  people
don't really understand what this true love is, they don't understand that it is that
which includes God and the devil, that which includes both the man god and the
woman god, although they don't know this clearly, somewhere deep in their belly-
buttons  they  somehow know it.      And not  only  people,  but  butterflies,  birds,
dogs--they're  all  making an  effort  to  manifest  this  true  love.      From this  you
should clearly understand that the sort of love that says, I love this person, but I
don't like that person, is not true love.    Buddhism, and especially Zen, is the prac-
tice where you actually  must  experience,  you actually  must  embody,  this  true
love.

The shoken ceremony, the meeting of master and disciple, is the ceremony
which puts into practice the manifestation of this true love.    When you do this
practice of this shoken ceremony then without fail you will realize that this self of
yours is an incomplete self.    You're still lookingat heaven, you're still looking at
earth; you are an incomplete self.    When there's no need to look at heaven or
earth, no need to look at God or the devil, that is the manifestation of the complete
self.    Inevitably the incomplete self will give rise to this sort of wisdom, the wis-
dom that realizes that, because it has something to seek, it still has something to



avoid, it still is not manifesting true love, it still is not having the good god and
the bad god completely as its content, it is this incomplete, imperfect self.

There are a lot  of people who very proudly,  boastfully think, I've been
studying for 5 or 6 years, this is good, I'm just fine as I am.    If you're really a free
person, then there's no need anymore to be obstructed by the devil or to be ob-
structed by God.    This incomplete self gives rise to the thought that the good god
is the future and is outside of the self and embracing the self from the outside.
The thought that the bad god is within the self and functioning as the past and em-
bracing the self from the inside also will arise.    What I'm saying here, however,
is that the activity that gives rise to the future and the activity that gives rise to the
past originally are neither good nor bad.    We say the good god and the bad god,
but, from the point of view of the self, if the future is convenient and comfortable
for the self, then the future will be the good god, and also, if the past is convenient
and comfortable for the self, the past could also be the good god.    

There can also be a situation where both heaven and earth seem to be the
devil to the self.    Looking at heaven is hot, I don't like it, and I don't like earth ei-
ther.      But actually, according to Nyorai Zen, neither heaven nor earth are this
god, or this bad devil.    People just arbitrarily, selfishly, attach names to these ac-
tivities according to what is convenient and comfortable for themselves, saying
this is God, this is the devil.    

This  shoken ceremony, this meeting of master and disciple, is the cere-
mony where the future on the outside and the past on the inside are completely
manifest.    We can also call this zero condition samadhi; this is another more de-
tailed way of describing what is happening at the ceremony.    This condition of
samadhi inevitably splits in two.    When this occurs tatha-gata and tatha-a'gata,
the thus going and thus coming activities, are separated.    When tatha-agata and
tatha-a'gata are  manifesting  complete  love,  that  is  zero.      But  tatha-gata and
tatha-a'gata cannot simply manifest this condition of zero, of absolute unity, for-
ever; if they did, the lice would start to appear.    They have to separate.    Past and
future inevitably will separate.    

At the exact same time that this separation occurs, within this activity that
which we call the present appears.      People who have had enlightenment have
taught us that this is what we call the [appearance of the three worlds within this
one world of true love.]    As I always say, this appearance of the present is the
start, the beginning, of existent things, of the self; but this present is the incom-
plete present.    This present is looking at the future and looking at the past.    This
present is both the student and the teacher.

When teacher and disciple become one, past and future disappear.    This is
the manifestation of zero.    This is what we call the shoken ceremony.    People all
have a teacher, and teachers all have students.    That is the human world.    The
standpoint of the human being is to have both the student and teacher perspectives
simultaneously.      This incomplete  self,  this  incomplete  present,  inevitably will
make relationship with future and past and manifest the complete present, com-
plete time, complete zero.

When the incomplete self, over and over countless times, makes relation-



ship with the future and the past, or we could say makes relationship with father,
who resides in the future, and mother, who resides in the past, then inevitably the
complete present, the complete self, will be manifest.    What Rinzai is saying to
make it easy to understand is that Zen practice is nothing difficult at all.    Zen
practice is simply making relationship with the future, the father, tatha-gata, and
making relationship with the past, the mother,  tatha-a'gata over and over again.
Now that you understand, now you really have to put it into practice.

Zen practice is eating things and growing and developing.      When you
first make relationship with father, then finally you can eat father.     When you
first make relationship with mother, then finally you can eat mother and grow,
evolve, develop.    Some people will say, That isn't how I grew.    I ate spinach, I
ate meat,  I  didn't  eat  my mother  and father.      But according to  Zen,  it's  your
mother and father, the very bones of your mother and father, that you've been eat-
ing in order to grow and develop.    

The child is joyfully gnawing upon its mother and father in order to grow.
If I reallly were to get into this in detail, it would take a long time, but anyway,
the upshot is you have to eat in order to grow.    This eating is making relationship
with mother and father.    

But there's a difficult problem that comes up here.    Tatha-gata and tatha-
a'gata actually originally have no will, and so there should be no difficult problem
that comes up.    But we have this father residing in the world of tatha-gata and
saying, I'm your father, and then the mother is residing in the world of  tatha-
a'gata and looking on the child in the same way and saying, I'm your mother.
When the child goes to make relationship with father by receiving the function,
the power, of father, then the mother, looking upon this, gets jealous and says,
Don't go to father's world, and tries to pull the child into her bosom.    But the fa-
ther says, If you spend all your time just drinking the water of mother, you'll never
grow up to be strong.    Come here and eat my flesh.    

This situation appears simply through the natural activity, the principle.
The father activity smply expansion, and the mother activity, following this natu-
ral principle, is contraction.    What should the self do?    Should we turn back to
mother, or should we run forward to father?    But according to Buddhism, both of
these activities, the power of father and the power of mother, are exactly equal.
Everyone says men and women are equal.    Why?    Without really understanding
the principle of why men and women are equal, people go around shouting about
the equality of the sexes.    From the very beginning, Buddhism has taught that
both of these opposing activities, the female and the male activity, are exactly
equal in power.    Leaving aside other sorts of problems and situations, according
to Buddhism, men and women are exactly equal.    

Mother and father are pulling at the self, right and left, are pulling at the
self equally.    What should the self do?    The self, in order that mother and father
don't fight, splits itself in two and returns the power it has received from father to
father and the power it has received from mother to mother.    The self does this
activity of returning that which it has received from father to father and returning
that which it has received from mother to mother.




